THE RISK OF DIRTY DATA

Introduction
Whether you’re on a mission to build a brand, champion a cause,
or make a difference, MDR gives you the know-how to engage with
teachers, parents, and students. As a division of Dun & Bradstreet,
we are the marketing experts who have helped brands connect to
educators and connect the dots in understanding the education
universe for nearly 50 years.
Brands come to MDR because we know educators. They’re ideal
consumers, active purchasers, and powerful community influencers.
We not only help you define the right educators to connect with, but
how best to reach and engage them through all the right channels.
From strategy and planning, to building lists and executing highimpact creative campaigns, to ROI analysis, MDR is the fuel for your
marketing engine.
We’ve always been a part of the education conversation, and even
started a few of our own. WeAreTeachers, School Leaders Now,
WeAreParents, EdNET, and MDReducation.com are communities that
we’ve established where teachers, administrators, and education
marketers connect, share ideas, and learn. Be a part of the
conversation, gain an audience, and build lasting relationships that
help your brand grow.
Marketers, non-profits, consumer brands, and corporate foundations
partner with us because when it comes to the education market, MDR
made the map. Let us guide your mission.
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The Dirty Truth About Education Data
And what to do for a clean bill of health!
How dirty is your data? Is it time to clean up your act?
Your well-planned campaigns, proven strategies, and smart
implementations may have a fatal flaw: dirty data. Whether you fuel
your marketing campaigns with good data or bad data can make the
difference between missing your growth projections, or knocking
your numbers out of the park.

66%
Right Data

Higher Revenue

In this overview, we’ll explain why education data is particularly prone
to being “dirty,” what it’s costing you in time, money, and potential
growth, and what steps you can take to clean up your act and reap
the rewards.
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“You never step in the same river twice.”
The education workforce is always changing
Educators move on, move up, change schools, and change roles. At
MDR, our own data management efforts bear this out. There’s simply
a high churn rate in education, which means, on an annual basis:

1+

MILLION

teachers are new
to their school

800+

THOUSAND

are no longer at the
same school

1+

MILLION

change job
function

2,900

schools open or close

130

THOUSAND

emails are added to our database
each month on average

80

THOUSAND

emails are deleted from our
database each month on average

The Dirty Truth: Education has a 20% churn rate, so frequent data
updates are key for maintaining and improving your campaign
performance over time.
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“Free is rarely free.”
Updating the website isn’t a school’s #1 priority
It’s the ultimate “too good to be true” story. Time and cashstrapped marketers turn to school websites for contact
information, only to learn the data they painfully scraped
from multiple websites is old, wrong, or incomplete. This is
where “free” gets seriously costly:
• Bad data translates into a higher cost per lead, which
directly affects your bottom line.
• Inaccurate or incomplete data negatively affects your
email performance in higher bounce and unsubscribe
rates.
• Money spent on marketing automation systems is wasted
when you don’t have the right data to feed into it.
The impact of dirty data on marketing performance is hard to
ignore. In a survey cited in a Dun & Bradstreet report, “47%
of respondents had seen either a noticeable or severe impact
on their marketing campaigns from missing or incomplete
data.” And, that’s not the end of the costs. Basing email
campaigns on dirty data puts your Internet Protocol (IP)
reputation at risk for being blacklisted, and miss-addressed
emails that do get through can be detrimental to your brand.

The Dirty Truth: Dirty data creates bad leads, and a bad
lead costs an average of $600 in wasted expense and effort.*
To keep your cost per lead down, avoid trying to get by
with low-cost or free data sources which are often incomplete
or inaccurate.

*Estimated by competitive intelligence and prospecting
organization, Redbooks.
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“It’s hard to climb a ladder with missing rungs.”
What you don’t know is hurting your marketing efforts
Most organizations don’t have a complete enough picture on their
prospects—or even on their own customers. They may be missing basic,
fundamental information like the size of a school, what grade level an
educator teaches, or a consistent way to reach a contact.

Missing School/District
Level Info

Missing Purchase Behavior

Missing Contact Info

Missing
TitleInfo
&
Grade
Level

Missing Educator Names

Missing Industry Info

Educators are more than just their job title, and the ability to connect
with them on multiple channels depends on a deeper understanding of
what makes them tick. Do you know if the 8th grade math teacher is also
a baseball coach? Or part of the PTA?
We all know that the more targeted your marketing messaging is, the
better response rate you will get. But you can’t target by interest, job
role, location, or anything else if you don’t have the data! Building out
a complete profile of your customers and prospects beyond the basics
allows you to segment your contact database, select the right audience,
and personalize your messaging to improve campaign performance.
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“It’s hard to climb a ladder with missing rungs.”

25

of marketers rate personalized content and messaging as an activity
most impacted by the quality and accuracy of data.

1in 4

marketers lack confidence in the quality of their customer and
prospect data within their sales systems.

65

of those surveyed attributed an increase in qualified leads to
improved customer segmentation and profiling practices.

%

NEARLY

%

The Dirty Truth: The yearly cost of poor quality data, in the US alone,
was $3.1 trillion in 2016 according to an estimate by IBM. For marketers
like you, missing data means missed opportunities to: reach prospects
faster, target the right audience, increase revenue, and eliminate wasted
time and effort.
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“I think you have me confused with someone else.”
Dirty data undermines customer relationships
What do people in great relationships say about their partner? He or
she really “gets” me. Relationships are what make a company stand
out from the competition. The most successful marketers are those
that value relationships above all else and that reflect their knowledge
of the customer back to them in every interaction.
Educators and administrators, in particular, want to work with people
they can trust and connect with. That connection is built through
progressive marketing interactions that demonstrate you know your
customer:
• You know me and my school.
• You’re bringing me solutions and content that address my interests
and concerns.
• You talk to me on my preferred channels.
• Our interactions evolve as my needs evolve.
Clean, complete data makes your marketing relevant, and relevance
is the key to relationships. It also allows you to personalize your
communications so that the recipient feels like you know and value
them. But most marketers don’t have the depth and breadth of data
to deliver personalized, relevant interactions:
• Only 13% of marketers feel that they have optimal data coverage in
key market segments.
• Less than 20% are extremely confident that the segmented lists
they build for campaigns actually represent their target audience.
• Personalization has been proven to deliver 5 – 8 times the return on
marketing spend, and can lift sales by 10% or more.

The Dirty Truth: Marketers who align content to their audiences’
interests at specific stages of the buyer’s journey enjoy an average 73%
higher conversion rates vs. marketers who don’t, according to content
marketing firm, Aberdeen.
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“Clean your kitchen every day, and you
never have to clean your kitchen.”
Data hygiene requires constant maintenance
We admit, we’re kind of obsessed with data. In fact, MDR built the
original—and still definitive—database of educators. Our nearly 50
years of experience in education data management has shown us how
frequently education contact data changes. For instance, the charts
below show the month-by-month updates we’ve made this school year
to names, job titles, emails, and schools:

NAMES CHANGED
All K-12 Schools
AUG

107,783
117,799
55,796

SEPT

104,391
105,196
112,275

OCT

121,310
112,580
133,741

EMAILS CHANGED
All K-12 Schools
AUG

104,669
94,545

SEPT

131,896
14,803

OCT

124,297
32,806

NOV

212,317
174,762

NOV

104,669
94,545
79,642

DEC

109,434
45,519

DEC

222,520
196,279
181,064

JAN

151,141
24,279

JAN

174,834
147,803
131,119

FEB

137,560
238,384

MAR

FEB

139,034
111,176
116,616

186,358
47,043

APR

51,626
52,903

MAY

166,244
44,619

MAR

102,246
78,741
135,581

APR

185,863
158,492
156,645

MAY

107,656
80,718
106,723

Names
Added

Names
Deleted

Names With
Job Change

Email
Added
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“Clean your kitchen every day, and you
never have to clean your kitchen.”
Now imagine this rate of change on your database, and the resulting
impact on campaign performance and ROI. The reality is that every
day you aren’t attending to data hygiene is a day that you’re losing
ground. So, what does a good data hygiene practice look like?
• Start Clean – Partner with a reputable data provider to purchase
clean, well-structured, and sufficiently granular data. You’ll need
to determine what data is important for your business, and
establish data governance rules for handling the integration.
• Integrate Cleanly – When you import externally sourced data into
your existing database, you need to carefully map the external
your fields so there is a smooth integration link for ongoing
updates. One way to automate that process is with an Application
Programming Interface, or API. Any API you use is only as good
as the mapping done to synchronize your data with that of your
provider, so the API should be reviewed periodically to ensure all
fields are being properly synced.
• Stay Clean – To keep up with the constant changes in contact
names, email address, and building demographics, you’ll need
an integration process that allows you to easily and frequently
refresh your data. We recommend at least twice per year, and
many customers refresh as frequently as monthly. Don’t forget
that you MUST have a process in place to remove inactive
records as well. As important as adding new leads is, it is equally
important to remove outdated leads from your campaigns to
preserve your reputation.

The Clean Bill of Health: Data quality isn’t a fixed point; it’s
the result of constant attention to the sources of your data, the
completeness of your data, and the systems and processes you
put in place to update your data and keep it accurate.
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“We report the news as it’s happening.”
With data, “clean” needs to be a verb
Cable changed the news landscape. Where people used to wait for the
evening broadcast or the morning paper to learn what was happening,
now news delivery is instantaneous. This evolution reflects the reality that
things are always changing, and that’s especially true in education data.
As we discussed in the previous section, it’s critical to fuel your marketing
efforts with clean, well-structured data. The good news is that you don’t
have to build a process for proactive reviewing, confirming, and testing
of data for accuracy; MDR already did. Here are the steps we take to
provide customers with the most accurate data in the industry:
• Extensive phone interviews with schools, districts,
and state departments
• Direct connectivity with central office staff at the largest
school districts
• Electronic data feeds from state DOEs
• Online data mining and aggregation
• Daily email validation and accuracy testing
• Data linkage and overlay to best-of-breed data partners
Any education marketer that relies on education data scraped from the
web as the sole source of contacts for their outreach program is going to
be disappointed. Changes within a school, like a teacher taking on more
administrative duties or an infrastructure upgrade, won’t necessarily be
reflected on the school’s website. And these are exactly the kinds of
insights that can give you and your sales team a competitive advantage.
Data providers that sell data scraped from these same sources may
be saving you the manual effort, but they aren’t helping you gain what
you need: the confidence that you’re working with rich, current, and
actionable data, not old news.

The Clean Bill of Health: An investment in both human and technology
resources is needed to keep data clean and up-to-date all year long.
MDR has made those investments so our clients don’t have to. When
you partner with MDR, you can focus on your business priorities, like
improving campaign performance and closing deals, without having to
worry about the accuracy of your data.
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“0% luck, 100% hustle”
Trust, but verify when it comes to data accuracy
Anyone can say their data is clean and current. Proving it is another
thing. A data audit from a fresh and neutral pair of eyes can deliver an
unbiased judgement. And you can quickly recover from a verdict of
‘dirty data’ with the right provider.
In choosing a data provider, you want to be sure they’ve built systems,
established standards, and trained talent to deliver the best data. At
MDR, each year we have our data quality audited by Convergys Inc.
They confirm the accuracy of our data through telephone verification
including: school name, address, grade span, contact name, and
discipline.
Your provider should be able to show you an audit report card that
grades their data accuracy. MDR data has scored above 90% on market
coverage, data accuracy, and email deliverability, achieving consistently
high ratings for 10 consecutive years. MDR invests over 20% of our
annual operating budget on data quality, conducting more than 35,000
hours of in-house data research every year.
But audit results are only half the story. Data providers should also be
able to point to satisfied customers. In a recent MDR survey:

81

% of education marketers rated MDR’s data as high quality,
while less than 13% rated our competitors as such

90% said MDR is an education industry expert

90% said they see MDR as a partner to their business
78% said MDR is a brand they can trust

The Clean Bill of Health: Neutral, third-party audit results and customer
satisfaction surveys will reveal if a provider has the high-quality data that
can power your campaigns.
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Conclusion
Marketers are great planners, but no plan can succeed if it’s built on a
poor foundation. As this report has detailed, the quality of your data
impacts every aspect of your marketing program: the assumptions
about your customers that you use to build your strategies, the
modeling you do to segment your audiences, your ability to reach
your best prospects, the performance of your campaigns, the return
on your investment in marketing automation, and so much more.
Scraping the web for contact data or buying low-cost data every
couple of years doesn’t save your company money; incomplete, outof-date, and inaccurate data costs you much more than it saves.
The dirty truth is that, like the quality of the ingredients in a dish, the
quality of your data determines the quality of your marketing program.
And relying on old, poorly sourced, or incomplete data will leave a
bad taste in your mouth.
Achieving a clean bill of health for your data is an investment, but
as a modern marketer, data quality is something you can’t afford
not to invest in. No other company comes close to matching the
quality of MDR’s education data, or can boast parent company Dun
& Bradstreet’s expertise in building relationships by uncovering
meaning in data. Our entire focus as a company is to provide the most
comprehensive, accurate, and impactful data and insights related to
the education market to improve and accelerate your growth.

growth comes from the ability to understand
“ True
target markets in depth, to identify the individuals and

organizations with the highest propensity to buy, and to
engage those audiences in the manner they desire – on
whatever device or channel they choose – in a way that
motivates them to do business with us.

”

-- The 2017 DNB B2B Marketing Data Report
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What’s Next?

1

Learn more about MDR’s data quality and how we can help
you find the right educators to target.

2

Is your data clean or dirty? Find out now with a
free Customer Name Matching quote!

3

Refresh Your Data
Get a free data consultation from one of our data experts!
Contact us today at 877-625-0334 or mdrinfo@dnb.com.

MDReducation.com
877-625-0334
mdrinfo@dnb.com

